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design considerations

general information
The Rondo exangle ® range
of finishing sections for building
board applications has been
developed by our R&D engineers
in consultation with designers,
end users and the industry
in general to keep abreast of
changing trade requirements and
associated products.
Rondo uses a range of the
highest grade materials and
coatings to enable it to provide a
comprehensive written warranty.
This brochure details the
sections available for internal
building board applications.
Rondo exangle ® interior
drywall finishing sections have
been designed for installation by
professional trades people and to
provide a clean defined edge on
either straight or curved details.
The perforated legs provide a
strong key for building board
finishing compounds and the
sharply defined nib provides a
knock resistant corner.
The wide range available will suit
all standard building boards, whilst
Rondo also has the facility to
produce special sizes and profiles
to suit individual requirements.
storage & handling
exangle ® products come
in convenient stock-pack and
sub-pack quantities for ease of
handling and storage.
Rondo exangle ® products
should be handled with care
and stored in dry, protected
areas away from airborne contaminants such as overspray
from brick cleaning operations
and the effects of a salt laden
atmosphere. Should there be
any concern that the products
have been contaminated by,
for example, a salt laden atmosphere, then it is advisable to
clean the sections prior to installation and, if possible, cleaned
further prior to the application
of any finishing products.
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safety features
No hazardous materials
are used by Rondo in the
manufacture of products in our
Rondo exangle ® Drywall
Finishing Sections Range.
A Materials Safety Data Sheet is
printed in our current price list.
Copies are available on request.

features & benefits
FEATURE

BENEFIT
®

All Rondo EXANGLE products
are manufactured using
advanced state-of-the-art
manufacturing processes and
are produced under a Quality
Management System certified to
ISO 9001 standards.

Using Rondo EXANGLE ® beads
results in a straighter, more uniform
edge detail, with no ripples or
bumps when professionally installed.

Availability of Shadowline or
Bullnose sections.

Architect is able to create an
aesthetically-pleasing detail.

Convenient sub-pack and stockpack quantities available.

Purchaser has ease of handling and
storage.

Perforated and expanded
bead sections for interior
applications are manufactured
from galvanised steel coil with a
minimum zinc coating thickness
of Z200 (200g of zinc/m²).

EXANGLE ® Drywall Finishing
sections have extra durability and
long-lasting protection.

Casing bead and other bead
sections that are designed
for painting over directly
are manufactued from
ZINCANNEAL™ material.

No primer required on
casing beads and other bead
sections manufactured from
ZINCANNEAL™ material

Rondo manufactures both
perforated and expanded bead
sections.

Tradesperson has the choice of
bead design.

Products are available through
over 400 Rondo distributor
outlets across Australia, New
Zealand and Asia.

Product is easily accessible to the
consumer.

Written Rondo Product Warranty
provided for all sections by
Australasia’s market leader in the
light gauge roll-forming of steel.

All customers and specifiers are
assured of “Peace-of-mind” when
Rondo products are installed.

standards
The Rondo exangle ® range
is manufactured from steel
that complies to the following
standards:
• AS/NZS 1397:2001
Steel Sheet and Strip
• ASTMB 117
Corrosion Test
Rondo Building Services
recommends that designers and
users familiarise themselves
and carry out installation of
lining boards in accordance with
AS/NZS 2589:1997 (Gypsum
linings in residential and light
commercial construction
– Application and Finishing)
and also in accordance with
the recommendations of
the respective lining board
manufacturers.
Similarly, reference should be
made to AS/NZS 2311-2000
Guide to Painting of Buildings.

Lloyd’s Register Quality Assurance
(LRQA) has certified Rondo
Building Services Pty Ltd’s Quality
Management System as complying
with ISO9001 in New South Wales,
Queensland, Victoria, South
Australia & Western Australia.
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* NB: For Interior Use only. For external applications,
see the seperate rondo exangle® RT brochure.

©2006 Rondo Building Services. rondo® and exangle® are registered trademarks of
Rondo Building Services Pty Ltd. ABN 69 000 289 207.
The contents of this manual are covered by copyright laws. Reproduction of all or any
part without the owners permission is prohibited. All illustrations are subject to change.
Whilst every care has been taken in the preparation of this product brochure, Rondo
Building Services Pty Ltd expressly disclaims all and any liability to any person whether
a purchaser of any product details of which are set out in this product brochure, or
otherwise in respect of anything done or omitted to be done and the consequences of
anything done or omitted to be done, by any such person in reliance, whether in whole
or in part upon the whole or part of the within information.
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rondo exangle® drywall finishing sections
Expanded Sections
p32 & p32A
plaster–lock
corner bead (90°/135°)
World patented technology
developed by Rondo engineers
enables the steel coil to be slit
stretched and roll formed in the
one operation.
The Rondo exangle ® P32
Plaster-Lock corner bead is angled
at 84° with 32 mm expanded
metal wings to allow the setting
compound to penetrate through
and under the bead, at the same
time locking the bead strongly
to the building board.The shape
of the nib allows the setting
compound to lock into the low
profile radius providing a flake–
free corner after painting.
• The P32A has the same
characteristics as the P32,
however, the expanded wings
are opened to 135°.

p30
plaster–lock
Arch bead
The Rondo exangle ® Plaster–
Lock Arch Bead is a metal bead
which is expanded on both
legs to provide a good bonding
key for the setting compound,
successfully locking the bead
onto both sides of the arch.
The Plaster–Lock Arch Bead,
due to its manufacturing process,
also permits smaller and more
consistent profiles in arches and
is perfectly compatible with the
P32 corner bead.

30mm

p32

30mm

p32A

plaster–lock corner beads & detail

p30
plaster–lock arch bead & typical application
approx weight 
per lineal metre
(kg)
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material
thickness
(bmt)

std lengths
(metres)

material
specifications

g2 galvabond
Z200

P32/P32A

0.155

0.40

2.4, 2.7, 3.0, 3.6

p30

0.104

0.40

3.0

perforated Sections
P01 (90°) / P01A (135°)
corner bead
A lower profile nib on the P01
bead reduces the compound
build up on the corner and
assists in reducing skirting board
or reveal kick-out.
The Rondo exangle ® P01
corner bead has perforated
metal wings angled at 84º to
allow the setting compound to
penetrate through and under
the bead.

Perforated corner beads were
first produced by Rondo in
1964. However, many products
within the exangle ® range
have undertaken design changes
in recent years so as to perform
better with changing trade
requirements and improved
setting compounds. Again,
these sections were designed
for general domestic and
commercial applications where
cost is a factor, or low-profile
applications are required.

P10
arch bead
Designed for use with the P01
perforated corner beads, having
the same nib profile and leg
length.
When installing arch beads, care
should be taken not to bend
it into a radius too quickly. It
should be a gradual process
starting at one end, gradually
bending around the building
board finished frame.
The long leg of the arch bead is
fixed to the inside of the arch
profile.

30mm

30mm
p01 / p01a

p10

perforated sections & detail

P01

approx weight 
per lineal metre
(kg)

material
thickness
(bmt)

std lengths
(metres)

0.155

0.35

2.4, 2.7, 3.0, 3.6
SA ONLY:
1.82, 2.12, 2.42

P01A

0.155

0.35

2.4, 2.7, 3.0, 3.6

P10

0.147

0.35

3.0

material
specifications

g2 galvabond
Z200
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rondo exangle® drywall finishing sections


(CONTINUED)

internal corner beads & stopping BEADS
internal corner bead
Ps17 (90°) & PSIA (135°)
The original Rondo exangle ®
internal corner bead was
designed for use with fibrous
plaster sheets to enable the
internal corner to be straightened
and neatly finished, ready for
painting.
The redesign of this product to
suit modern building boards has
resulted in stronger, straighter,
crack–free internal corners being
produced ready for painting. The
flat raised surface at the centre
of the bead which is raised up
at 90° from the perforated
section, provides a guide for the
setting trowel. The small holes
along the inner edge of the 90°
raised section allows the setting
compound to bond to both the
internal and external surface of
the bead, reducing the potential
for cracking in both horizontal
and vertical applications.

stopping beads
p11 6mm building board
p12 10mm building board
p13 13mm 	building board
p14 16mm 	building board
The Rondo stopping beads are
suitable for building boards of
6mm to 16mm thickness. The
finishing coats are applied up to
the nib, which is blended back
into the sheet.

30

MM
MM

Ps17 / psia
internal corner bead & detail

0 MM
0 MM
0 MM
0 MM

MM
P11, P12, P13, P14
stopping bead

approx weight 
per lineal metre
(kg)

material
thickness
(bmt)

std
lengths
(metres)

0.159

0.35

2.4, 2.7, 3.0

P11

0.190

0.40

3.0

P12

0.201

0.40

3.0

P13

0.201

0.40

3.0

P14

0.250

0.40

3.0

psi7, psia
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stopping bead detail
material
specifications

g2 galvabond
Z200

stopping angles & BEADS
stopping angles
p25 10mm leg
p26 13mm leg
p27 16mm leg
The Rondo Stopping Angles
have a perforated, recessed
edge and are used where the
edge of the building board is not
exposed and where the fitting
of a Stopping Bead would be
difficult.
The Stopping Angle is fixed
to the sheet of building board
with an adhesive or staples,
with the finishing coats bonding
into the building board and
feathering up to the bead nib.
Ideal for use around door jambs,
however, in this application it is
recommended that when using
building board up to 10mm thick,
a P26 should be used so that the
leg will slot into the door jamb
as shown. Similarly, when using
13mm board, P27 should be used.
shadowline
stopping angles
p50
10x10mm for 10/13/16mm board
p60
6x10mm for 6mm board
The Shadowline Stopping Angle
is the professionals section for
minimising the appearance of
‘out of align’ walls and ceilings by
giving a clean, straight, shadow
edge after setting. Shadowline
stopping angles are suitable
for vertical, horizontal and
curved applications and are
ideally suitable for use around
ceiling perimeters, door jambs,
windows and lift wells.

p25, p26, p27
stopping angle

P50, P60
shadowline stopping angle

0 MM
0 MM
0 MM
MM

$%4!), !4 $//2 *!-"

stopping angle detail

MM

MM

MM

MM
$%4!), !4 $//2 *!-"

shadowline stopping angle detail
approx weight 
per lineal
metre (kg)

material
thickness
(bmt)

std lengths
(metres)

P25

0.413

0.40

3.0

P26

0.157

0.40

3.0

P27

0.173

0.40

3.0

P50

0.164

0.40

3.0

P60

0.156

0.40

3.0

material
specifications

g2 galvabond
Z200
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rondo exangle® drywall finishing sections


(CONTINUED)

combination shadow/stopping beads
P51/P52
Shadow stopping beads enable
negative details to be easily
formed around the perimeter
of ceilings when used in
combination with our 140 furring
channel track. The shadow
detail creates the impression
of greater ceiling heights whilst
helping to hide imperfections in
the abutting walls.
It is also an ideal product for
forming shadow details at the
top of steel stud partition walls
by slipping the bead onto the
legs of the wall track before
inserting the plasterboard.
Slipping the shadow bead onto
the edge of the plasterboard
sheets enables clean negative
details to be produced around
door jambs, window frames,
lift openings or where other
negative details would enhance
the appearance of a junction or
opening.
The P51 is designed for use
with 10mm plasterboard while
the P52 is designed for 13mm
plasterboard. The profiled nib
and perforated leg enable a
good bonding key between the
compound and plasterboard.

P51/p52 shadow stopping bead

Furring channel wall track 140
Furring channel 129

Shadow stopping bead
P51: 10mm plasterboard
P52: 13mm plasterboard

Plasterboard

shadow set detail
Rondo track

Shadow stopping bead
P51: 10mm plasterboard
P52: 13mm plasterboard

Plasterboard

Rondo stud
application
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approx weight 
per lineal metre
(kg)

material
thickness
(bmt)

std lengths
(metres)

material
specifications

P51

0.830

0.40

3.0

P52

0.850

0.40

3.0

g2 galvabond
Z200

casing BEADS
casing beads
p03 6mm building board
p05 10mm building board
p07 13mm 	building board
p08 16mm 	building board
Casing beads are square
cornered metal beads that fit
snugly over the edge of the
building board for protection
at abutments, no setting is
required. Rondo casing beads
are manufactured from 0.5mm
™
zincanneal material, and are
easily painted on site.
shadowline casing
beads
p06 10mm 	building board
p09 13mm 	building board
When the Rondo exangle ®
shadowline casing bead is fitted
to the edge of building boards,
a neat shadowline is achieved
as the bead comes into contact
with the other abutments. The
shadow that is created assists
in hiding imperfections in the
wall alignment, and also gives a
very pleasing result around door
jambs. No setting is required.
Both the P06 and P09 are
manufactured from zincanneal™
and are easily painted on site.

P03: 6mm
P05: 10mm
P07: 13mm
P08: 16mm
13mm

p03, p05, p07, p08
casing bead & detail

casing beads

PARTITION FLOOR/HEAD
TRACK DETAIL

35mm

P06: 10mm
P09: 13mm

10mm 13mm
DETAIL AT DOOR JAMB
shadowline casing bead details

p06, p09
shadowline casing beads

approx weight 
per lineal metre
(kg)

material
thickness
(bmt)

std lengths
(metres)

P03

0.209

0.50

3.0

P05, P07

0.209

0.50

3.0, 3.6

P08

0.268

0.50

3.0

P06

0.338

0.55

3.0

P09

0.363

0.55

3.0

material
specifications

zincanneal
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rondo exangle® drywall finishing sections
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control joint & Bullnose sections
p35 control joint
The Rondo exangle ® P35
control joint has a specially
designed PVC rubber flexible
joint which locks onto two
galvanised (Z200) setting beads.
A protective filament tape is
attached to the flexible joint
section to keep it clean when
applying the setting compound,
and is removed on completion.
Used in both stud walls and flush
building board ceilings, the P35
has been designed for movement
of up to 5mm in each direction.
PVC is inherently flame resistant
in the sense that if the source
of the flame is removed, it will
self-extinguish. The P35 has been
approved for use in fire rated
walls and ceilings. (See building
board manufacturer’s installation
details.)
This pre-assembled, ready to use
control joint has been designed
for interior use only and when
finished leaves a straight, low
profile reveal.
Control joints should be
placed as recommended by the
building board manufacturer
for both ceilings and walls, or
where control joints occur in
the building structure. Control
joints should also be used where
dissimilar building materials are
joined to allow for differential
movement in the materials.

bullnose sections
R05 10mm radius
R06 22mm radius
Bullnose corner beads were
designed for the commercial building trade for use in high traffic
areas such as hospitals, schools,
and public buildings. In recent
times, designers of quality homes
have found it useful where a
softer look is required.
Bullnose sections are
manufactured from zincanneal™,
and are easily painted on site.

installation –
single layer
step 1.
Fix 10 or 13mm plasterboard
7mm back from the corner.
step 2.
Fix the Bullnose Section onto
the corner ensuring that the
stopping edges bear on the
plasterboard.

installation –
double layer
Step 1.
Fix 10 or 13mm plasterboard in
line with the corner.
Step 2.
Fix the Bullnose Section onto the
corner ensuring that the stopping
edges bear on the plasterboard.
For 16mm plasterboard, fix as
per double layer application.

p35 control joint

MM

2

Bullnose sections

10

MM

2

MM

installation details

approx weight 
per lineal metre
(kg)

material
thickness
(bmt)

std lengths
(metres)

material
specifications

P35

0.345

0.40

3.0

g2 galvabond
Z200

R05

0.228

0.55

3.0

zincanneal

R06

0.443

0.55

3.0

zincanneal

internal angles
internal corner
angle
p18 32 x 32mm corner angle
The Rondo exangle ® internal
corner angle is used behind the
building board at the intersection
of timber walls (as shown) to
add strength and eliminate the
cracking of the internal corner.
The light gauge of the material
makes it easy to nail to timber
studs.

internal steel angles
552 25 x 25mm
553 35 x 35mm
554 50 x 50mm
These heavier gauge angles have
been selected in size and gauge
for use in steel frame building
construction, for both commercial
and domestic use.The Rondo
Internal Steel Angle is used at
wall intersections to provide
support to the building board
(refer Typical Application drawing).

internal flashing angle
P40 40 x 40mm
Changes to the new Australian Standard AS3740–2002
(Waterproofing of Wet Areas within
Residential Buildings), requires an
internal corner section with a
minimum 40mm width either side
of a junction in wet areas.
The Rondo exangle® P40
internal flashing angle should be
fixed to timber-framed junctions in
wet areas at a minimum 1800mm
above the floor level to provide a
waterproof internal corner.
#ORNER BLOCKING

)NTERNAL ANGLE 0

4IMBER STUDS

0 INTERNAL
FLASHING ANGLE TO
 MM MIN
ABOVE FINISHED
FLOOR LEVEL

0

MM

MM

7ET AREA
PLASTERBOARDFIBRE
CEMENT SHEETING

"UILDING BOARD
FIXED TO ANGLE

&LEXIBLE SEALANT TO
WALLBOARD
MANUFACTURERS DETAIL
7ALL TILES

P40 internal angle detail

timber angle & typical application
)NTERNAL STEEL ANGLE 

"UILDING BOARD
FIXED TO ANGLE
  
steel angles & typical application
approx weight 
per lineal metre
(kg)

material
thickness
(bmt)

std lengths
(metres)

material
specifications

P18

0.175

0.30

2.4

zincalume

552

0.309

0.70

3.6

553

0.433

0.70

2.44, 2.74, 3.6

554

0.619

0.70

3.6

P40

0.211

0.30

1.8

g2 galvabond
Z200
zincalume
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recommended installation details 

installation details for finishing sections
figure 1
Beads can be attached by nails
or a staple gun at not more than
500mm centres down the legs
of the bead, and not more than
100mm from each end.
The Gypsum Linings Council
recommends a Level Four finish
using three coats of setting compound.

figure 2
Using a 100mm broad knife,
apply cement to the bead to a
width of approximately 100mm
each side of the corner, filling all
perforations. Allow to dry, then
remove any excess and lightly
sand if necessary.

figure 3
Apply second coat to a width of
approximately 120mm. Allow to
dry, then remove any excess and
lightly sand if necessary.

figure 1

figure 2

figure 3

figure 4
Apply third coat with a 200mm
broad knife. Feather edges with
a wet paint brush. Allow to dry.
figure 5
Using sandpaper and sanding
float, gently sand the dry joints
to a smooth even finish. Hold the
float diagonally across the joint,
taking care not to scuff the paper
face of the building board where
it meets the cement.

figure 4

figure 5
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installation
of arch beads

installation
of p35 control joints

• C
 arefully bend the bead to
suit the profile of the arch.
• Fit the short perforated leg
of the bead to the face of the
wall, and the perforated leg to
the arch soffit.
• Allow the arch bead to finish
150mm below the springing
line.
• Fix the arch bead at the
springing line at one end.
• Fit the bead to the profile
of the arch, fixing at 300mm
centres through the leg of the
bead. Fix the other end at the
springing line.
• Fix a Rondo external corner
bead to the vertical reveals

• E nsure there is a complete
break in the framing behind
the control joint.
• Allow a 20mm gap between
the plasterboard sheets.
• Locate the Rondo P35
control joint centrally in the
gap. Fasten the flanges to the
building board sheets at a
maximum of 150mm centres.
• Set over the bead as for
normal joint application using
the centre channel nibs as
screeding guides.
• Finish the joint in the normal
manner.
• When the joint is dry, remove
the protective filament tape.

#%),).' #/.3425#4)/.
0 #ONTROL *OINT
&URRING CHANNEL

4EMPLATES

MM MAXIMUM GAP
&URRING CHANNEL

&URRING CHANNEL JOINER

0 #ONTROL *OINT
!RCH "EAD
0

MM

&URRING CHANNEL

MM MAXIMUM GAP

345$ 7!,, #/.3425#4)/.
MM MAXIMUM GAP

3PRINGING ,INE
MM MIN

0
#ONTROL *OINTS

4IMBER OR METAL STUD
!DDITIONAL STUD

0 #ORNER "EAD

figure 6: installation of arch beads

figure 7: installation of p35 control joints
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architectural specifications

Scope
The contractor shall furnish all
materials, labour and equipment
for the installation of any Rondo
exangle ® product where so
indicated on the architectural
drawings.
Material
Building Board finishing sections
shall be the Rondo exangle ®
range as manufactured by Rondo
Building Services Pty Ltd.
Installation
The Rondo exangle ® range
shall be installed in accordance
with the recommended
procedures as detailed in the
Rondo exangle ® brochure.

Important
Where materials other than
standard plaster float and set
coats recommended by the
Building Board Manufacturer
are used with Rondo Building
Board Sections, contact the
manufacturer of that material
for their recommendations
for preparation of the Rondo
Sections due to the possibility of
corrosive agents being present in
such materials.
Note: All Rondo Building Board
Sections are designed for interior
use only, unless otherwise
specified in this design manual.
Advisory Service
Individual projects may
require special detailing and
development. Technical assistance
such as detailed drawings, custom
sections and clarification of other
Rondo services is available from
our technical representatives.
Note
As new technology is introduced,
or industry standards are altered,
Rondo reserves the right to alter
existing specifications without
notice.
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Guarantee
Rondo Building Services Pty
Ltd supplies steel exangle ®
corner bead products which
are warranted to be free
from defects in material and
workmanship, and will replace
and/or repair any product found
to be defective. As the beads
manufactured by Rondo Building
Services are used with other
products which are outside our
control, this guarantee is limited
to the point of sale through
Rondo distribution agents.
This warranty is in addition to
any rights the customer may
have at law. All of Rondo Building
Services’ products are designed
to satisfy Australasian conditions.

additional rondo products & services

CEILING SYSTEMS
• Rondo key–lock® Concealed Suspended Ceiling Systems.
• Rondo duo® Exposed Suspended Ceiling Systems.
• Rondo tag–lock™ Aluminium Exposed Suspended Ceiling Systems.
• Rondo walk–about™ Trafficable Ceiling Systems .
• Rondo Metal Ceiling Batten Systems for Residential Construction.
drywall steel stud wall framing systems
• Rondo Drywall Steel Stud Partition Systems
(fire-rated, loadbearing/non-loadbearing, internal partition and curtain wall framing
systems).
• Rondo Shaftwall Framing Systems.
• Rondo quiet stud® Drywall Sound Insulation Systems.
sound isolation assemblies for walls & ceilings
• Rondo Acoustic Isolation Assemblies for sound-rated wall & ceiling systems.
wall & ceiling access panel systems
• Rondo panther® Access Panels (acoustic & fire-rated systems).
finishing sections
• Rondo exangle® Drywall Finishing Sections.
• Rondo exangle® RT Render and Texture Finishing Sections.
ezy-drive
• Rondo ezy-drive ® Roadside Guide Posts.
• Rondo ezy-drive ® Utility Markers & Poly-Flex Safety Products.
• Rondo ezy-drive ® Roadside Accessories.
• Rondo ezy-drive ® steel-flex™ Flexible Steel Guide Posts.
OTHER services
• Rondo Custom Roll Forming Services.
• Rondo Technical Design and Research & Development Services.
• Rondo Freight & Logistics Services.
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Rondo Offices
australia
rondo building services pty ltd
customer service hotline:
1300 –36–rondo (1300–36–7663)
new south wales
3–33 Glossop Street St Marys NSW 2760
(PO Box 324 St Marys NSW 1790)
Phone: 61–2–9912 7300 Fax: 61–2–9912 7310
victoria
12–14 Dunlop Road Mulgrave VIC 3170
Phone: 61–3–8561 2222 Fax: 61–3–8561 2266
queensland
Lot 512 Binary Street Yatala QLD 4207
Phone: 61–7–3287 4944 Fax: 61–7–3287 1881
south australia
39 George Street Greenfields SA 5107
Phone: 61–8–8283 4065 Fax: 61–8–8283 4320
western australia
5 Hazelhurst Street Kewdale WA 6105
Phone: 61–8–9353 2944 Fax: 61–8–9353 2955
Head Office
PO Box 324 St Marys NSW 1790
Phone: 61–2–9912 7303 Fax: 61–2–9912 7313
export
Phone: 61–438–427–479 Fax: 61–7–3287–1881

new zealand
rondo building services pty ltd
117A Captain Springs Road Onehunga Auckland
Phone: 64–9–636 5110 Fax: 64–9–636 5111
free call: 0800–0800–RONDO (0800–0800–76)

malaysia
rondo metal products sdn bhd
Lot 606, off Jalan SS 13/1K,
Subang Jaya, Selangor
Phone: 60–3–5629 2000 Fax: 60–3–5629 2117

1300–36–rondo (1300–36–7663) for calls within australia
www.rondo.com.au
0800–0800–rondo (0800–0800–76) for calls within new zealand
www.rondo.co.nz

exangle

®

and rondo® are registered trademarks of Rondo Building Services Pty Ltd. ABN 69 000 289 207.
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